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Currently, most commercial wearable designs still focus on
personal data tracking and management for the sake of self
improvement (e.g. Fitbit [30]), on healthcare support in
helping to diagnose, monitor or offer treatment advice (e.g.
[22], [66], [80]), or on networked communication (e.g.
Apple Watch [86]), neglecting the support of interaction
between people who are co-located.

ABSTRACT

Wearables are integrated into many aspects of our lives,
yet, we still need further guidance to develop devices that
truly enhance in-person interactions, rather than detract
from them by taking people’s attention away from the
moment and one another. The value of this paper is
twofold: first, we present an annotated portfolio of ‘social
wearables’, namely technology designs worn on the body
that augment co-located interaction. The design work
described can serve as inspiration for others. Then we
propose a design framework for social wearables grounded
in prior work, as well as our own design research, that can
help designers to ideate by raising valuable questions to
begin their inquiry with and use to evaluate their designs.
We illustrate the evaluative value of this framework
through two social wearable designs, each tested in the
appropriate social setting.

Wearing anything on the body affects in-person social
interaction on some level. Clothing and accessories have
been part of the human experience for thousands of years,
and are used not just for warmth and protection, but also, to
signal to others about one’s own identity and influence
social interaction [11]. Thus, wearable technology is
already playing a social role [85], even in the absence of
explicit technological features aimed at augmenting copresence. As Don Norman points out, imbuing worn items
with computation is an opportunity to further augment
social experience, but also, an opportunity to wreak
distraction and disconnection [67]. Some commercial
experts say that the next phase of wearable technology will
be “The Social Age” [81]. In this paper, we reflect upon
what this social age of computational wearables could look
like—how such devices could enhance social experiences,
and even create new forms of social experience. At a
fundamental level, we are interested in how computation
might truly enhance the social aspects of co-located
experience when included in worn objects and apparel.
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CSS Concepts

• Human-centered computing → Interaction design theory,
concepts and paradigms.
INTRODUCTION

Wearable technologies, i.e. technologies integrated into our
clothes, jewelry, and other accessories that people wear,
fueled by advances in sensors and connected technologies,
as well as increased computing capabilities of mobile and
embedded technology [24], have been in the limelight for
over a decade [87]. We refer to ‘wearables’ as including
‘smart fashion’ designs [76], and as their production
techniques continue to advance [17, 56] “devices are going
to become smaller and yet more powerful, enjoy greater
connectivity and utilize more sophisticated input and
output” [33].

To get at these questions, we have taken a multi-phase
approach. First, we closely examined extant examples of
socially-focused wearable devices drawn from research, art,
and fashion contexts. We then used this portfolio of
examples, along with a review of related theoretical and
empirical work, and our own work, to create a design
framework. The framework suggests illustrative figures and
open questions to ponder when attempting to design future
social wearables. It leaves room for interpretation, so
designers have flexibility in crafting solutions to particular
needs and contexts. We illustrate the potential evaluative
power of this framework through using it to evaluate two
social wearables from our own work. They stem from
Research-through-Design (RtD) [37, 94, 95] approach and
were developed concurrent to the creation of this
framework, influencing and being influenced by it.
Although these designs target different use contexts, both
are aimed at a preferred state of social value [32, 94],
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enhancing co-presence, focusing people’s attention on one
another rather than on their devices, and providing
opportunities for people to interact with each other through
using technology, but not for the sake of using it.

design [47, 58]. In design research, e.g. [58] and [47], they
have been used as guiding design concepts providing a
fruitful level of abstraction similar to experiential qualities
[55]: they capture design ideas explicitly referring to and
evoking experiences, in our case social experiences; but
they are concrete enough to relate these to properties of the
technology, such as its functionality, interactivity and
(technology) affordances [35]. This bridge between the
abstract and the concrete is essential to the framework
presented here: it is at the core of our analysis of areas of
social wearables. We found the following social
affordances articulated in previous works particularly
relevant: social signaling (“supporting and augmenting the
expressivity and readability of verbal and non-verbal cues”)
[58]; social appropriateness (signal the type of interaction
considered acceptable); and spectator sensitivity
(“facilitating spectatorship”) [58]. Also, shaping of
proxemics (the “use of sensors to shape the flow of
interpersonal distance (proxemics) in prosocial ways”) [47];
and Supporting individualized performances and social
flexibility (enables “a broader spectrum of social
encounters”) [47].

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Humans are social by nature. Establishing good
communication and social interactions is what allows us to
thrive as a species [65]. Quality in-person interaction has
clear health benefits [52, 92], is an important indicator for
enhanced productivity in business settings [69], and also
contributes to our happiness [5]. Prosocial behaviors such
as communicating emotions, authenticity, reciprocity,
cooperation or compassion are also highly valuable in the
personal domain [8]. In our work we share a similar
approach to the design agenda of Slow Technology, in that
the focus of the designs are not on “efficiency in
performance” [41], but rather on the quality of the
unfolding social experience.
Regarding wearables, we learn from [49] what people value
in general, e.g. “meaningful coupling of aesthetics with
function;” and in specific kinds of wearables, e.g. kinetic
wearables have the potential to afford “a fluid
representation of self” [49]. Wearables as assistive
technology is an established research domain (e.g., [7],
[39], [57], [78], [79]). [33]’s vision for wearables is as
“ubiquitous augmentative technology used by everyone.”
[4] focused on the application of wearables, what product
types were used for which application and its distribution
on the body surface. Others have studied the selection of
on-body location for wearables [93]. Some study wearables
in the context of skin interfaces and Cosmetic Computing
[18, 50, 51, 54]. Researchers have also evaluated on-body
location for gestural interaction with devices. They found it
important to address aesthetic expression in wearable
technology as it relates to social needs (e.g. users might
want to use “trouser pockets for more inconspicuous or
naturalistic interactions with a textile-based wearable
device”) [23].

RESEARCH APPROACH

We began by surveying over 50 wearable designs from
research, industry, and the art world. We were searching for
designs that focus on the co-located social space (excluding
wearable assistive technology as we consider it to be a
separate category). Three researchers worked individually
to thematically analyze this collection by reading design
descriptions, articles, press releases and reviews, and by
watching promotional videos when available. We
eliminated designs that were not intentionally affecting the
co-located social space. We then created an annotated
portfolio, highlighting “family resemblances,” between
designs [36, 55], which resulted in the social value areas
introduced in the next section. These delineate existing and
potential roles of social wearable designs, responding to the
question of what computation might add to co-located
social experience through the use of wearables. Towards
creating a framework for social wearables, we discussed the
designs within each area using concepts from previous
works, such as social affordances. This led to theorizing on
how these designs might work towards those ends, and why.
The result was the formulation of fundamental design
considerations in the form of guiding questions to ask when
designing and evaluation social wearables. We found these
questions useful for discussing results from past projects,
and for driving ongoing projects, helping us identify
technical considerations (e.g. sensing, actuating, shape,
etc.), considering at the same time important social
implications. We illustrate the evaluative potential of the
framework by reporting on the design and study of two
social wearables projects. They were created concurrent to
the development of this framework, and both impacted and
were impacted by it.

Most of this previous work taps into social aspects of
wearables conceptually, from the wearer’s perspective. The
‘social’ we focus on here is of encouraging and promoting
co-located social interaction to facilitate prosocial behavior.
This does not mean that all social wearable designs should
adhere to being socially acceptable. We take an
interactional approach to sociality and accompanying
emotions [6], and take an experiential approach to
technology design [43]. We approach our study of social
wearables from the perspective of the wearer (personal) as
well as from the perspective of others (social), and the
relationship between the two. There are some HCI projects
that align with these ideals that incorporate wearables [45,
46, 61, 62]. From these, we have drawn concepts that have
shaped both our framework and our design and
development process. For example, social affordances
reference prosocial behaviors that are supported by the
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AREAS OF VALUE FOR SOCIAL WEARABLES

sensors, the behavior of the wings changes depending on
the presence and motion of co-located others. For
performance’s sake, they can also be activated remotely via
cell phone.

Here we describe the two main areas that emerged from the
survey of existing designs, framed by using an annotated
portfolio approach [36, 55]. We focused on examples that
suggest what computation could add to the social aspects of
co-located experience.

Extending Non-Verbal Social Signs

Some designs use computational power to extend, or
augment the aesthetics of existing, non-verbal
communication tools. Several artful designs react to the
social context or the wearer’s emotional state by performing
kinetic movements to reflect social signaling. Shiver 1 & 2
[48] are responsive luxurious feminine nightgowns that
react when others touch them by activating embedded
haptic motors. Shrug [9] reacts with perceptible movement
—it is worn on the back as a cascading feather harness that
ruffles when a wearer is stressed (measured through
heartbeat sensors). Caress of the Gaze [28] is a 3D printed,
poncho-like wearable that uses computer vision to detect
when people look at it, reacting by shape-changing thanks
to shape memory alloy actuators. Other designs use servo
motors for dramatic movement effects. Monarch [42] is a
shoulder harness made of textile forms that “expands and
contracts in response to the movement of the wearer’s
muscles” [63]. The activation of Monarch is intentional: the
design requires the wearer to considerably engage their arm
muscles to process a state change and react. It is designed to
physically extend expressive body language signs and
better indicate the wearer’s “enthusiasm, excitement,
assertion or aggression, flirtation or mischievousness” [63].

Augmenting existing social signaling

Computation can help one present them self to others as a
person, and as a social being: who they are; their needs,
desires, and preferences; what they mean; and how others
can best interact with them. Much of this is already signaled
or communicated through verbal and non-verbal means, as
well as with clothing and other cosmetic choices.
Computation can enhance these signals. It most commonly
does this with some sort of extended visualization (light
effects, color changes, kinetic movement) of social signs, at
times reinforced with adding auditory signals. The designs
in our portfolio helped us think about the following
questions: How can computation enhance existing social
signaling cues from the wearer? Is computation
automatically reacting to, or intentionally being triggered
by the wearer, or by others? How much control do the
wearer and others have on activating it? Do others perceive
and/or act upon the outcome or effects of computation?
What does it add to, or change, in the social experience of
both the wearer and others?
Spectacle, Novelty and Drawing Attention to Oneself

Wearables in performance arts (e.g. theater, dance,
cosplay), and fashion have been used to characterize and
present the wearer in a particular way to the audience, with
the goal of impressing, surprising or delighting them.
Computation adds an extra layer of novelty, surprise, and
sensual pleasure. It is integrated into existing garments, or
used to craft others from scratch, creating new affordances
and infusing garments and accessories with new dynamic
qualities [12, 34, 60, 71]. Some wearable designs in this
category are works by renowned avant-garde fashion
designer Hussein Chalayan [73], who has been
experimenting with embedding computational technology
in his runway pieces for two decades. Among his notable
designs are the laser dress [16], or the creative use of motor
systems and pulleys to change shape, style and even the
presence of clothes [15]. Studio XO [91] designed the
Bubelle dress [44] which changes colors based on the
wearer's mood. They also designed Volantis [31], a
dramatic showpieces. It is a flying dress for Lady Gaga,
remotely controlled by 12 battery-powered propellers.

Expressive Wearable [27] is a hat with small fans that fold
and unfold when the wearer is experiencing a loud noise, a
bright light or a body coming too close. The hat’s
movements resemble the bodily gestures people might
make when feeling uncomfortable; covering one’s ears
when hearing loud noise, covering one’s face when
embarrassed. Even more dramatic are the gestures of the
Robotic Spider Dress [77], a 3D printed dress with
mechanical spider legs that both expresses the wearer’s
emotions (as measured through various biometric), and also
reacts to movements around the wearer, in an intention to
“protect their personal space” [77]. A few other designs
address the notion of signaling to others the appropriate
social or personal distance. Space Dress [83] inflates based
on the wearer’s request. Another design, part of the Urban
Armour collection [20], is a skirt that uses servo motors to
spread in an umbrella-like shape when someone comes too
close to the wearer (measured through proximity sensors).
Finally, Barking Mad [3] is a coat design that also uses
proximity sensors to “respond to infringements on personal
space with the sound of barking dogs [3].

Attached, detached or independent moving ensembles have
also been experimented with; Kao et al. introduced Kino, a
robotic system accessory design that incorporates
untethered motoric moving pieces to the garment. This
design explored the potential of kinetic wearables to
express personal style and fluid representation of self [49].
Similarly, The Butterfly Dress [29] integrates detached and
reactive wings of a robotic butterfly. Using proximity

Intervening in the Social Situation Proactively

We found a few examples of designs that proactively
intervene in social situations, supporting wearers and nonwearers to interact with one another in novel ways. These
designs usually include more than one device, and many
create a clear and actionable call for interaction, which may
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support connection and bring people closer together. This
could be manifested through suggesting a social activity
such as a playful interaction, a task-oriented interaction, a
collaborative creation, or any other activity that requires
interaction between people. These designs helped us think
about the following questions: How can computation be
used to get people to interact with each other? What is the
activation mechanism? How does the design entice or
reward social interaction? How many people are they
affecting? How many are wearing designs or parts of the
design? Interestingly, most of the examples we found focus
on supporting two-people interaction.

need to hold hands to ‘transfer’ the energy. A final example
of a wearable that encourages people to come close and
physically touch is Massage Me [59]. This alternative video
game controller takes the form of a jacket/vest that requires
two people, the wearer and the player. The player controls
the game by pressing on specific points on the vest of the
wearer. The wearer receives a light or deeper massage,
depending on the player’s excess of energy.
SOCIAL WEARABLES DESIGN FRAMEWORK

Here we present the framework that emerged from our the
study of the wearables in the portfolio. Through analysis of
this collection of designs, we found that computation can
augment cues that people use to present themselves as
individuals and social beings, invite social interaction, bring
people together, and support physical and emotional
closeness. Here we focus on the questions of how this is
done, and why it would work. We present our framework in
the form of a series of guiding questions, that we
formulated as we sorted through extant work. These
questions were shaped by concepts in prior work, such as
social affordances, as well as a constant consideration of
both the wearer and others (wearers or non-wearers). Some
of these questions were technical (e.g. what does the
wearables sense? what is the output?); others specifically
focused on the control of the devices and the roles of those
involved (who or what controls the device? are co-present
people aware of this? does it involve intentional action from
the wearer or others?); some focused on demands or
requirements on those co-present (e.g. what commitment is
required in terms of attention? proximity?); some were
about the impact on the social experience (e.g. does it bring
people together? does it initiate or encourage new social
interactions? does it support people to be better together
with others?). In the following, we present these deeply
interconnected questions; the first questions constitute the
building blocks for the latter more abstract considerations.

For example, the Social Body Lab [82] created the
SuperHero Communicator Cuffs [21], a DIY instruction kit
to make a pair of cuffs that can send and receive an alert
signal from a remote partner in times of need. The cuffs are
controlled by a specific hand gesture that triggers an
electronic switch, which sends and receives wireless
signals. They also made The Nudgeables Accessory Kit
[68], a “modular hardware kit for creating paired sets of
wireless wearables accessories” [68]. While partners are in
the company of a larger group of people, they can use it to
send and receive secret nudges from a distance. Its design
flexibility lets users customize the sensor (choose what
triggers the signal) and actuator (the form of the signal e.g.,
vibration, motor, LED, light etc.) as they wish. They can
also embed the Nudgeable technology into a pre-made
accessory of their choice (e.g. a tie, a scarf, pendants, or
socks).
Some designs in this space proactively try to encourage
people to physically come close and touch each other
through the use of closed circuits. Hug Jackets [70] consists
of a pair of jackets with conductive fabric applique on both
front sides. When the wearers hug, they close a circuit that
triggers lights at the back of both jackets. This also
activates a heartbeat sound that increases its pace
accordingly to the duration of the hug. The Co-dependent
Gloves [10] are a pair of gloves, each worn by a different
person. When the two hold hands they close a circuit and
the gloves begin to warm up. Also promoting social touch,
Hotaru [1] is a game which uses controllers that encourages
players to hold hands and perform synchronized gestures.
One player wears a back tank and a glove, and the other a
glove and a gauntlet. The first player needs to collect
energy making hands movements “in an energy collecting
gesture” [45]. This energy is displayed through lights on
that player’s back tank. It can then be released by holding
hands with the second player, who then performs a quick
upward gesture with the arm on which they wear the
gauntlet, causing a sound indicating that the energy has
been released. This design creates interdependence between
players, a design quality that “requires shared attention and
mutual awareness” and “encourages and rewards co-located
interaction” [45]: the wearer of the tank cannot see their
tank’s energy level, hence they have to depend on their
partner to know when it is filled. Likewise, both players

Sensing

How is the device activated? What is being sensed? What
means or gestures required? Does activating the device
happen automatically or require people’s intentional input?
Who controls the device activation and who controls its
deactivation? Is it the wearer, the wearer with others, or
others alone? In the surveyed examples we found recurring
methods of activation based on the sensor mechanism,
which could be manual or completely automatic. This led to
considerations regarding the intentionality of wearers and
non-wearers to trigger the wearables (See Fig. 1). We
understand intentionality here as deliberate activation of the
wearables, which is not always straightforward when
analyzing the wearable designs. For example, designs
triggered by proxemics work automatically, but they could
be intentionally activated by both wearer and others,
through coming closer. Other examples could be
understood differently from the perspective of the wearer
and that of others.
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Spider Dress [77] is obvious to both wearer and others colocated people around. We found that expressive wearables
are common in the area of proactive social interventions.
The sensory channel through which actuation manifests
also impacts the wearable’s performativity. E.g. while heat
will likely be only noticed by the wearer (and possible those
in physical contact with them); a visual output is more
likely to be perceived by others (depending of course on
matters of size, and distance of others). Also among
competing channels, the visual will likely capture most
attention, given that vision is our primary sense [90] and
people are highly used to interpreting diverse types of
visual cues (e.g. movement, shape, light) [38].
Figure 1. Matrix of examples depicting who is responsible for
triggering the input, the degree of their intentionality, the
input sensors, and the underexplored areas. Icons credit:
Noun Project {icongeek; iconsphere; Marek Polakovic;
Ramesha}.

Sensing-Actuating Interplay

What is the interplay between sensing and actuating? How
transparent is this to the wearer and others? This block
builds on the previous two, focusing on the relation
between input and output and who has access to this
information. It concerns aspects of performativity,
awareness, and control. If the wearer is being sensed, do
others notice this? Do they have access to the output?
Interestingly, the area of sensing others (or both the wearer
and others) for an output exclusively accessed by the
wearer is underexplored. The transparency of the
functioning of the device concerns whether the mapping
between sensor and actuator can be deciphered. For this, we
borrow Reeves et al.’s [72] classification of public
interfaces regarding the visibility of manipulations (input)
and effects (output) (See Fig. 2). Wearables are secretive if
both input and output are concealed; expressive if both are
revealed; magical if the input is concealed, but the output is
revealed; and suspenseful if the input is revealed, but not
the output. We can think about all these considering both
the wearer and others. For non-wearers of the Robotic
Spider Dress [77] coming closer to the wearer, and who are
unaware of its functioning, the wearable will likely feel
magical. What triggered that device? Why is it moving? For
the wearer, the dress is expressive. Interestingly, we did not
find many examples of secretive or magical wearables,
which are interesting future areas of exploration. Having a
sense of interplay between input and output can impact
intentionality. If a non-wearer of the Robotic Spider Dress
[77] is aware of its functioning, they can consciously trigger
the wearable by walking towards the wearer. This speaks of
affordances of prosocial behavior.

For example, designs requiring social touch (e.g., Shiver 1
& 2 [48]) could present scenarios of non-intentionality by
the wearer, and intentionality by others; or cases in which
social touch happens casually or by accident, triggering the
device without intention. Hence the classification of
wearables in Fig. 1 is only illustrative; the intentionally of
those involved can only be established by themselves; yet
thinking about automaticity in sensors and how these can be
affected by human intentionality can be useful when
designing to impact a co-located social scene. Additionally,
some of the examples illustrate unconventional and
inspiring uses of sensors regarding intentionality. For
example, Monarch [42] uses muscle contractions. Humans
contract muscles both intentionally and unintentionally, yet
this device explicitly targets the former through sensors
with, we assume, a small trigger sensitivity requiring
intentional effort by the wearer. Finally, sensing
mechanisms speak of social affordances, which can have an
important social impact. For example, devices that sense
proxemics have potential for a shaping of proxemics
affordance [47], encouraging co-present people to move
closer to one another. Wearables activated by touch (e.g.
[2], [10], [70]) show promise to bring people intimately
close, which can enhance existing social bonds [72], help
create new ones increase compliance and liking of another
person [40, 64, 89], and help people reflect their emotions.
Actuating

What is the output? Is it noticeable or not? By the wearer?
By others? Through which means (e.g. visual, auditory,
tactile)? Is it actuating in real time or is it delayed from the
sensing? This talks about the performativity of the device
and its impact in a social context. Concealing the actuation
of wearables can help in situations where the wearer does
not want to attract attention. However that kind of actuation
would not be effective to augment existing social signaling.
On the contrary, these designs work because they are highly
expressive. For example, the actuation of the Robotic

Sensing-Actuating Interplay between Wearables

How many devices are there? What is the interplay between
them? Here we look at several wearables, identical or not,
and how they affect and are affected by one another. Here
symmetry speaks about two wearables whose input and/or
output are identical and have an identical impact.
Interdependency refers to whether one device needs the
other, or another person’s action to function. For example,
the Hug Jackets [70] are two identical wearables that
respond when they come in contact with each other. They
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are symmetrical and interdependent. Hotaru [45] is
designed to create interdependency between players, with
two different wearables. They have a certain symmetry,
since they sense one another, but the person with the tank
does not see it while the other does; and the person with the
gauntlet can release energy, which the other cannot.
All the examples we found that implement some form of
interplay belong to the area of Intervening in the Social
Situation Proactively, which is not surprising. Designing
interplay between wearables will likely bring people
together (e.g. [70] and act in synchrony (e.g. [1])). We have
found that group interplay is an underexplored area. What
effect would a symmetric and interdependent group of
wearables cause among their wearers? It could possibly
have similar intimate effects to those for two people, but for
a group (e.g. a family). What about an asymmetric and
interdependent group of wearables? These could be used to
send social signals to one particular person (e.g. students to
the teacher).

Figure 2. Matrix visualizing who “is sensed” and who “senses”
the wearable, (i.e. can perceive its output), the kind of output
(expressive, secretive or magical), and underexplored areas.

If so, is that good for the mental, physical, or social health
of the people who use it? What might not be good about
it?” [25]. Tristan Harris, formerly Google’s chief ethicist,
made a call to tech companies to encourage “time well
spent,” encouraging designers to consider how their design
may steal time from other activities or from just being with
other people. Devices should not demand people’s time and
attention for reasons that do not benefit them as users, if
those devices are designed to be used in everyday life.
However, for those engaged in critical design, demanding
(hard to ignore) or disrespectful devices could be
intentionally designed to draw attention to particular
elements people take for granted, or usually try to ignore.
When designing social wearables, it is important to be
aware of the amount of investment (of time and attention)
the devices requires from the wearer and others.

Personal and Social Requirements

What are the personal and social commitments that the
wearables require? E.g. what degree of focused attention is
required from the wearer and others? We consider this as a
spectrum where low commitment is represented by
wearables that do not require intentional effort from the
wearer to activate and use them, such as automatic tracking
of biometrics, gestures, or environmental changes which are
outside of the wearer’s control (e.g. Shrug [9], Barking Mad
[3]). They do not necessarily detract from engaging in other
activities or interacting with others. Medium commitment
represents wearables that require some degree of intentional
effort to activate, but do not completely hijack the wearer
and other’s attention and energy. Interacting with these
devices could be parallelized with other activities. These
typically use inputs that can be “provided” while engaged
in those other activities (e.g. Co-dependent Gloves [10]).
Last, high commitment represents wearables that
completely require of the interactants attention, orientation,
and energy, likely preventing them from engaging in other
activities (e.g. the Hug Jackets [70]).

Social Acceptability

In what social environment the interaction occurs? Some
designs might be worn during a particular situation (e.g.,
Massage Me [59] would be when people meet to play), but
others might be designed to be worn all day (e.g.,
Nudgeables [68] could be worn all day around the office).
In considering the following guiding questions, it is key to
bear in mind that what users might find acceptable in one
setting might not work somewhere else.

These typically require concrete and specific gestures.
Devices that require high levels of commitment to activate
or interact with them could unwantedly detract from the inthe-moment co-located social experience. However, if high
commitments such as focused attention are required by both
wearer and others, or by both wearers, the wearables might
foster a joint activity that supports how the interactants
relate.

Is wearing the device considered socially acceptable? Are
the sensing/activation and actuation of the device socially
acceptable? What is and what is not appropriate changes
over time. Before handsfree headsets people who talked to
themselves, with no one by them, were perceived as
potentially insane; Nowadays it would not raise any
eyebrows [74]. The input required to activate a device, as
well as its output and how it is perceived could greatly
affect how comfortable people would feel in a particular
social environment: “Uncomfortable social situations can
also arise from the gestures and touches users make with

Does the device operate in a way that is respectful of
people’s time and attention? The question of commitment
leads to this one. In the Guide to Anticipating The Future
Impact of Today’s Technology designers are suggested to
ask “Does the business model behind your chosen
technology benefit from maximizing user attention and
engagement—i.e., the more, the better?
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wearable technology to interact and control devices” [93].
Dunne et al. [23] found in a case study of on-body gestural
input that people wanted to avoid “social discomfort,” they
wanted to look natural, blend in and not make obviously
awkward gestures. Dunne et al. suggest that on-body
interactions could rather leverage existing interaction with
clothing to design more secretive and more acceptable
wearables. However they also mentioned that “cool aspects
of wearing the device, and the novelty of the interaction”
were considered “positive aspect encouraging adoption”
[23].

We designed the Lågom social wearable [14] to support
group discussions that welcome balanced verbal
participation from group members (e.g. brainstorming
sessions). At times, striking a balance in participation is
challenging when there are proactive members and also
avoidant or shy people. Providing peripheral visual
feedback on one’s participation can help participants
balance their contributions, especially on the “over and
under participation” ends [19]. Several designs leverage
participation feedback via peripheral vision [19, 53, 84].
Despite usefulness for balance, using peripheral vision
during a discussion requires gaze commitments that can be
distracting for those involved. Lågom (Fig. 3) is a playful
flower/plant-like looking wearable 1 that provides haptic
feedback to the wearer as it senses their voice, as well as
visual feedback to co-located others to increase the group’s
awareness of self and others’ participation to support more
balanced group discussions. Its name comes from a
Swedish word with no direct English translation, conveying
a long-lived Swedish ideal of optimal amount, “not too
much and not too little” [88]. We iterated the prototype to
explore various feedback modalities, vibration patterns, and
input sensibility. These were tested during in-lab group
discussions by lab members and invited guests. Multiples of
the last prototype were deployed and studied in a (semi-)
natural setting: a graduate class where nine students discuss
research papers. Through observations, semi-structured
interviews, and a survey, we compiled the users’ opinions
about Lågom, and studied its potential to increase
awareness of, and to impact, participation.

Are the sensing and/or actuation methods customizable by
the wearer? Empowering the wearer to customise their
wearable and adapt it to their social situation does not only
allow expressivity, but it might also support prosocial
behavior, and increase acceptability. From all reviewed
designs, The Nudgeables Accessory Kit [68] was the only
one affording customization.
What is the best on-body location for the wearable to bring
people together? [93] mapped the areas that should be
considerably agreeable for on-body interactions. Here we
focus more on the social and emotional impact that
interacting with devices worn in particular body areas has
for the wearer and others. Designing wearables that make
use of socially acceptable body areas of interaction can
work for bringing people together without requiring too
much intimate contact (considering the complex
sociocultural context, e.g., the acceptability of men and
women in regards to touching in different cultures). On the
other hand, we have seen with designs like [45] that
relevant output or interactable parts in unusual areas where
the wearer does not have access to (e.g. the back) can
encourage, reinforce, or establish interesting social
connection. However, precisely because those areas are not
as accessible for the wearer, we encourage designers to
consider implementing measures to give both the wearer
and others a choice about if and how they interact.

Sensing

Lågom is worn by all members of a discussion group. It
senses the wearer’s voice automatically once it is turned on
(not intentional), but the wearer needs to intentionally
signal (i.e. slide a switch) the beginning and the end of the
discussion period (by pressing buttons). Users must
synchronize their intentional signaling of the discussion
period for the Lågoms to calculate a fair contribution
assessment. This joint action is envisioned as a communal
effort to support equality during the discussion.

It should be noted that some of the more artistic approaches
to wearables might deliberately design for low social
acceptability in order to provoke reflection and debate.
Although these kinds of designs (e.g. [3], [77]) may seem
unlikely to promote prosocial behavior, we included them
in our discussion of social wearables because they embody
some usefully extreme qualities of the design space.

Actuating

Lågom has an expressive in-the-moment feedback output
for others, and a secretive one for the wearer. To support
awareness of ongoing verbal contributions, haptic feedback
is provided to the wearer through pulses that increment
their frequency with continued verbal participation (and
decrement or cease once the wearer stops talking). Inspired
by the social affordance of spectator sensitivity [58], others
are provided with visual feedback through 10 LEDs that
light up depending on duration of participation. Another
expressive visual feedback was implemented for wearers
and non-wearers showing cumulative participation of the
wearer using the LEDs. They would be triggered through

USING THE FRAMEWORK TO EVALUATE DESIGNS

Intervening in the Social Situation Proactively was found to
be an underexplored area in our portfolio, yet examples
there show much promise in terms of facilitating interesting
co-located social experiences. In this section, we present
two social wearables that populate that area. They were
designed to heighten existing social signal processes, and
create and encourage new social interactions. Here, we
briefly introduce these projects and use our framework as a
set of lenses to explain and evaluate design decisions.

1 Here, a video description of the device: https://youtu.be/RRv0wEOLaaY
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buttons on the interface at the end of the session, allowing
participants to compare and discuss their overall
participation if they wished to do so.

changes. Two mentioned the LEDs drew their attention.
They distracted one of them from the discussion, but helped
another one to be more focused on the speaker. Some
suggested the design would attract less attention if it was
smaller. One wearer associated the vibration behavior to
that of their phones, and other smart devices, which
triggered too strong of an alert response.

The study showed that the wearables worked well to
increase the awareness of participation of all users,
changing the habitual participation of some of them. Users
who usually tend to shy away from participating actively in
group discussion reported they found the design useful: it
helped them be more aware of their participation, and that
in turn encouraged them to put more effort into making
their voices heard. Participants had varied appreciation of
the feedback modalities. The haptic feedback elicited strong
reactions: A usually participative participant, disliked it and
interpreted it as a sign to stop talking. Another participant
really liked the haptic feedback, and commented that it
invited her to participate. A third participant did not feel
comfortable with this sort of feedback and decided to
participate in the discussion only using their body gestures.
A fourth participant found the haptic feedback distracting,
but imagined getting used to it. This comes to show that
when designing for people it is important to test with actual
users.

Social Acceptability

Although a device is not dependent on other people, we
designed Lågom to be worn by all discussants. We
considered this may increase its acceptability. For that same
purpose, we infused a playful aesthetics to the design
(inspired in water-squirting flowers used by clowns), and
considered it to be gender neutral (all genders can wear
flowers). The looks of the device was liked by most
participants, and was considered ‘cute’. However, a few
participants brought up the flower shape and suggested it
gave the design a feminine look, and said they prefer it to
be more neutral looking. The on-body location was also
discussed in regards to acceptability; a user commented her
flower was attached too close to her chest, which felt
somehow awkward and distracting.
True Colors Wearable

Sensing-Actuating Interplay

We designed the True Colors [13] social wearable to
heighten existing social signaling processes and encourage
social interactions between wearers and non-wearers. They
were designed for a group of players in a sci-fi Larp (live
action roleplaying) event: New Gyr2. Similarly to previous
work [58], we included the designers of the Larp, the Event
Horizon [26] team, as co-designers during a three months
design process involving multiple iterations and testing of
the prototypes in diverse settings. True Colors is Y-shaped,
worn around the upper chest area, shoulders and upper back
(see Fig. 4 and video3). It has a variety of functions, each
targeting a different kind of social purpose: The stunning
function was designed to express an attack behavior to
others using LEDs and sound effects; the true color, an
affiliation color each device had, displayed through LEDs;
the affiliation function, which allowed players to display or
disguise their true color; the overload function signaled
both to the wearer and to others the moments of the
wearer’s breakdown—in which the wearer was
“incapacitated”—through flashing red lights and sound
effects; the healing function allowed others to mitigate the
effects of overloads through social touch, triggering a
rainbow light effect. Breakdowns and Healings could be
provoked through hacking the wearable, by inputting a code
in a keypad at the back of the device. We deployed 13
wearables during the three-day Larp event (~32hr of
gameplay), and where 109 players participated. We
documented the event through on-site observations, semistructured interviews, and a questionnaire focused on
general impressions of the device, and interesting

While the in-the-moment haptic “nudges” are secretive,
they are mapped to the LEDs on the front of the interface
which are expressive as an output. A device does not
require others’ devices to function, but we envisioned it
would be used together with others. These wearables are
identical (in terms of functions) and symmetrical. The only
interdependency comes from the need to synchronize them
at the beginning and end of the discussion to be able to
compare overall participation.

Figure 3. Left: L7gom is used by all members of the group
discussion. Right: the L7gom design.
Personal and Social Requirements

Lågom requires a low commitment from the wearer and
others to operate. The wearer is meant to talk freely,
although due to limitations of the microphone we asked
participants to not turn their heads away while talking.
Others can visualize the speaker’s participation duration
through the LEDs, which can draw their attention.
However, they are worn on the lapel and visible while
maintaining eye contact with the speaker. We sought that
the lights be visible but not distracting, and help nonspeakers focus on the speaker. Seven out of nine
participants reported their attention was not actively
focused on the LEDs and did not really notice the light

2
3
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interactions with it, and with others as a result of the device.
In the following, we use most repeated answers to assess
each design aspect of our devices.

“unpredictable” and “random,” and having “perfect
timing.” We relate these comments to the fact that players
did not trigger them themselves; they let the device
automatically trigger them. This created a sense of
vulnerability towards these breakdowns that were
appreciated by wearers and non-wearers alike. The 13 True
Colors devices we developed were almost identical. They
varied in quality (i.e. frequency of automatic overloads),
and “true color,” the real affiliation color of the wearer,
which the wearer could choose to display or hide (by
displaying a different color). These modifications were
requested by our Larp designers to fit each character’s
backstory. The devices were symmetrical, and not
dependent on each other. However, they could create
relationships of dependency between players: non-wearers
(or other wearers) could help prevent overloads, and help
wearers through them. Players embraced this voluntary
interdependence greatly, and reported they created intimate
encounters, and helped develop close relationships among
players. Overloads were talked about in terms of
vulnerability, which they overcame together. Players
enjoyed asking for and receiving care: one responded that
his device “helped [him] feel important and special and [...]
initiate contact with other players” [13]. The wearable
encouraged caring for others, one participant commented
it “allowed me to express compassion” [13]. From a
spectator perspective, watching others being cared for was
noted as a very valuable emotional experience: “seeing
[wearers] being soothed by friends was really touching”
[13], which speaks of the spectator sensitivity and
emotional resonance of the device [58].

Sensing

Overall, the front part of True Colors was designed to be
intentionally manipulated by the wearer (affiliation color,
stun, overloads); while the back was designed to be
intentionally manipulated by others (healing, overloads),
hence through shaping of proxemics affordance [47].
Wearers could intentionally change their affiliation display
by touching the capacitive sensors on the front right side;
and trigger a stun by pressing down on the front left side for
three seconds. They could also intentionally trigger an
overload to create a breakdown scene for them and colocated others.

Figure 4. Left: The player on the right is wearing True Colors.
Right: a non-wearer healing a wearer’s overload. Images
Credit: © Event Horizon.

Others could intentionally help heal wearers in an overload
through social touch, i.e. a capacitive sensor pad at the back
of the device. Special players could intentionally inflict an
overload or completely heal through inputting a special
code on the keypad at the back. Importantly, we designed
overloads to be automatically and periodically triggered by
a pre-programmed timer. This was meant to give players a
sense of lack of control over flaws of the wearers’ devices.

Personal and Social Requirements

By design (or rather implementation), True Colors did not
require high commitments from the wearer or others, i.e.
most of the functionalities were optional—that is, players
could choose whether to use them or not. Even if they
triggered functions, most of them only involved tapping or
pressing buttons (i.e. low commitments). However,
overloads were out of the wearer’s control (when triggered
by the timer) and the game’s rules established that they had
to be roleplayed as painful moments, which required much
effort and exclusive attention from the wearer.
Interestingly, they triggered high social commitment
responses; co-present others readily jumped in to help, or
asked others to help the wearer. This happened even despite
in-game animosities, which surprised players and us alike.
Although healing and generally helping in overloads took
remarkable effort and commitment from others, we found
both wearers and non-wearers deeply enjoyed this
experience.

Actuating

True Colors had two expressive outputs: sound and lights
through LEDs, which varied for the different functions.
Overloads displayed flashing red color lights and sound
effects (see Fig. 4). For wearers, these afforded to
experience emotional resonance [58] with their characters,
helping them roleplay those scenes of breakdown, having
“big feels” [13] and enhancing immersion. This expressive
outputs, together with the wearer’s roleplay enactment
served as a strong call for interaction from co-present
others, through strong social signaling affordances. When
others interacted with the social touch pad at the back, the
overload lights changed to a pulsating rainbow pattern,
providing a pleasant feedback for the wearer and the helper,
perhaps reinforcing the helping behavior, and further
enhancing their emotional resonance [58].

Social Acceptability

True Colors is a wearable made to be worn during the New
Gyr Larp by a particular group of players. Within the Larp
world, wearing the device was not only completely
acceptable, but part of what these players’ characters were.
The back of the device, meant to entice interaction from

Sensing-Actuating Interplay

Almost all the functions were expressive, except the true
color function, which could be secretive (non-disclosed to
others). Overloads were described by players as being
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non-wearers, was carefully designed to signal where it was
appropriate to interact, i.e. through a demarcated area at the
back, which is considered socially acceptable to touch in
public [93]. In addition, prior to the Larp, wearers and nonwearers were informed about this device, and its
functionality and role within the Larp. Wearers chose to
participate in our study and wear the True Colors. Hence
players commented how they understood social touch was a
pre-agreed interaction. However, it could be socially
negotiated through game techniques that players rehearsed
prior to Larp, meant to help others modulate and adapt the
way they interact with each other.

close analysis of these exemplar systems. We articulated
the framework in the paper using these systems as
examples, and then showed how it can be used, through a
brief overview of two social wearables projects that our
research team created and evaluated. We propose that this
framework can be of value in helping other wearables
researchers and practitioners to adequately consider the
nuances of supporting rich co-located social interaction
with appropriate design decisions.
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